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It is not surprising to Americans, the object of whose national game is "to get home" (according to comedian George Carlin), that the word home enters much into the language. Can you identify how the word appears in our expressions?

1. institution for the elderly
2. first house
3. one-parent family
4. clinch it
5. final lap
6. undertaking parlor
7. earn the living
8. play on one's own grounds
9. render foodless
10. zero in
11. win handily
12. hit to the heart
13. comfortable new residence
14. easily succeed (U.K.)
15. houseperson
16. unimportant event
17. adulterer
18. last part of an effort
19. untraveled person
20. feel welcome
21. fully/easily successful
22. birthplace
23. returned and rested
24. sentimental center
25. hooch
26. neighborhood fellow
27. carouse until early morning
28. very temporary nautical repairs
29. drive on!
30. locals and relatives